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				A = Little/No Effect


				B = Some Effect, Testing is Recommended


				C = Severe Effect, Not Recommended


				Numbers Denote Maximum Operating Temperature


			


			


			
				This resource is intended as a guideline to be used with all available information to determine suitability of material selection. We suggest thorough research which should include known applications when determining material. The information contained herein is provided only as a guide for the use of ANDRONACO INDUSTRIES products. The information is based on technical data and testing that ANDRONACO INDUSTRIES believes to be reliable. It is intended for use by persons having technical skill, at their own discretion and risk. ANDRONACO INDUSTRIES makes no warranties, expressed or implied, and assumes no liability in connection with any use of this information.


				Although recommended for thermoplastics, some services, specifically halogenated liquids/gases, are known to permeate through thermoplastic linings.
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